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About This Content

The awe-inspiring Dragon’s Dogma: Dark Arisen Masterworks Collection soundtrack contains 53 songs including a handful of
alternate versions not included in the original game.

The two+ hour soundtrack has been reauthored from the original source material. Includes both 16-bit MP3 (320Kbps) and
24-bit FLAC lossless formats. (Total download size: 1.74GB)

IMPORTANT NOTE: FLAC version must be downloaded manually by ticking the checkbox under the 'DLC' section.

Soundtrack files can be found under the game's installation directory below:

\\Steam\steamapps\common\DDDA\#SOUNDTRACK\
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Greatest music !!!. One of the best parts of this game. Contains ~Coils of Light~ my favorite boss theme of all time.. uncheck
then recheck if you they didnt download. ones of my favorite games, bought it when it first came out on ps3.. They're
masterworks, all. You can't go wrong. They're masterworks, all. You can't go wrong. They're masterworks, all. You can't go
wrong. They're masterworks, all. You can't go wrong. They're masterworks, all. You can't go wrong. They're masterworks, all.
You can't go wrong. They're masterworks, all. You can't go wrong. They're masterworks, all. You can't go wrong. They're
masterworks, all. You can't go wrong. They're masterworks, all. You can't go wrong. They're masterworks, all. You can't go
wrong. They're masterworks, all. You can't go wrong. They're masterworks, all. You can't go wrong. They're masterworks, all.
You can't go wrong. They're masterworks, all. You can't go wrong. They're masterworks, all. You can't go wrong. They're
masterworks, all. You can't go wrong. They're masterworks, all. You can't go wrong. They're masterworks, all. You can't go
wrong. They're masterworks, all. You can't go wrong. They're masterworks, all. You can't go wrong. They're masterworks, all.
You can't go wrong. They're masterworks, all. You can't go wrong. They're masterworks, all. You can't go wrong. They're
masterworks, all. You can't go wrong. They're masterworks, all. You can't go wrong. They're masterworks, all. You can't go
wrong. They're masterworks, all. You can't go wrong. They're masterworks, all. You can't go wrong. They're masterworks, all.
You can't go wrong. They're masterworks, all. You can't go wrong. They're masterworks, all. You can't go wrong. They're
masterworks, all. You can't go wrong. They're masterworks, all. You can't go wrong. They're masterworks, all. You can't go
wrong. They're masterworks, all. You can't go wrong. They're masterworks, all. You can't go wrong. They're masterworks, all.
You can't go wrong. They're masterworks, all. You can't go wrong. They're masterworks, all. You can't go wrong. They're
masterworks, all. You can't go wrong. They're masterworks, all. You can't go wrong. They're masterworks, all. You can't go
wrong. They're masterworks, all. You can't go wrong. They're masterworks, all. You can't go wrong.. They're masterworks, all.
You can't go wrong.. Triple Dip Sip!. They're Masterworks all. you can't go worng.. i managed to get my songs to download
after first checking off the dlc in Library, then completely quitting steam, then restarting and checking them back on. the
soundtrack and artbook that were part of the pre-order deal are not even downloaded for me.
The game itself and the soundtrack are freaking awesome, but as stated the soundtrack and artwork are not downloaded at all.

The folder stated in the description doesnt even exist on my computer even though im already in Gran Soren !
and yes i did pre-order the game !
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Fire lend thy kiss!. I liked the game. but unfortunately i didnt recieve the OST w\/c is in the pre-order list. And it says " In The
Library" already but i cant even find it.. Amazing Soundtrack. Thanks so much for this Amazing Collection Soundtrack!
We love Great Games!
We love Great Music!
We Love You So Much Developers, Musicians and Publishers, Thanks a lot for these Masterpieces! <3 ^^

Best Regards from Colombia!. Solid OST with selectable MP3 & FLAC downloads.
A little pricier than other OST's on steam, but not unreasonably priced.

I am glad to see bigger publishers are moving their OST's onto Steam.. Good music, but seems to be missing some tracks, such
as the themes of: chimera, gorechimera, drake (non-guitar version), cockatrice, golem and iron golem. The wonderful music
from the dragon chase sequence is also missing.. They're masterworks, all. You can't go wrong.. They're masterworks all, you
can't go wrong.
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